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BACKGROUND: Inconsistent associations between long-term exposure to particles with an aerodynamic diameter ≤2:5 lm [fine particulate matter
(PM2:5)] components and mortality have been reported, partly related to challenges in exposure assessment.
OBJECTIVES:We investigated the associations between long-term exposure to PM2:5 elemental components and mortality in a large pooled European
cohort; to compare health effects of PM2:5 components estimated with two exposure modeling approaches, namely, supervised linear regression
(SLR) and random forest (RF) algorithms.
METHODS:We pooled data from eight European cohorts with 323,782 participants, average age 49 y at baseline (1985–2005). Residential exposure to
2010 annual average concentration of eight PM2:5 components [copper (Cu), iron (Fe), potassium (K), nickel (Ni), sulfur (S), silicon (Si), vanadium
(V), and zinc (Zn)] was estimated with Europe-wide SLR and RF models at a 100× 100m scale. We applied Cox proportional hazards models to
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investigate the associations between components and natural and cause-specific mortality. In addition, two-pollutant analyses were conducted by
adjusting each component for PM2:5 mass and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) separately.
RESULTS: We observed 46,640 natural-cause deaths with 6,317,235 person-years and an average follow-up of 19.5 y. All SLR-modeled components
were statistically significantly associated with natural-cause mortality in single-pollutant models with hazard ratios (HRs) from 1.05 to 1.27. Similar
HRs were observed for RF-modeled Cu, Fe, K, S, V, and Zn with wider confidence intervals (CIs). HRs for SLR-modeled Ni, S, Si, V, and Zn
remained above unity and (almost) significant after adjustment for both PM2:5 and NO2. HRs only remained (almost) significant for RF-modeled K
and V in two-pollutant models. The HRs for V were 1.03 (95% CI: 1.02, 1.05) and 1.06 (95% CI: 1.02, 1.10) for SLR- and RF-modeled exposures,
respectively, per 2 ng=m3, adjusting for PM2:5 mass. Associations with cause-specific mortality were less consistent in two-pollutant models.
CONCLUSION: Long-term exposure to V in PM2:5 was most consistently associated with increased mortality. Associations for the other components
were weaker for exposure modeled with RF than SLR in two-pollutant models. https://doi.org/10.1289/EHP8368
Introduction
The Global Burden of Disease (GBD 2015) study estimated that
exposure to ambient particles with an aerodynamic diameter
≤2:5 lm [fine particulate matter (PM2:5)] was the fifth-ranking
mortality risk factor, contributing to 4:2million deaths per year
(Cohen et al. 2017). PM2:5 is a mixture of a large number of com-
ponents related to specific sources. Identifying which components
of PM2:5 are main contributors to adverse health effects is impor-
tant for targeted policy-making. Although some studies have
attempted to associate long-term exposure to specific PM2:5 com-
ponents with mortality risks, the results are inconclusive. The
California Teachers Study (Ostro et al. 2015) found an increased
risk of ischemic heart disease (IHD) mortality in associations
with exposure to nitrate, elemental carbon (EC), copper (Cu), and
secondary organics in PM2:5. The American Cancer Society
(ACS) Cancer Prevention Study-II (CPS-II) suggested that long-
term PM2:5 exposure from coal combustion and its key emission
tracer elements (i.e., selenium and arsenic) were associated with
increased IHD mortality risk, whereas exposure to silicon (Si)
and potassium (K) was not associated with mortality (Thurston
et al. 2013, 2016). In the Medicare population, the excess mortal-
ity risk associated with long-term PM2:5 exposure increased with
relative concentration of EC, vanadium (V), Cu, calcium, and
iron (Fe) and decreased with nitrate, organic carbon, and sulfate
(Wang et al. 2017). The large European Study of Cohorts for Air
Pollution Effects (ESCAPE) reported a robust relationship
between natural-cause mortality and PM2:5 sulfur (S), and some
evidence of associations with Fe and Cu in PM2:5 (Beelen et al.
2015). No statistically significant association with PM2:5 compo-
nents was found for cardiovascular mortality in the ESCAPE
study (Wang et al. 2014).
Long-term exposure assessment for particle components ismore
challenging than for PM2:5 mass because of limited regulatory rou-
tine monitoring (with the exception of nitrate, ammonium, and sul-
fate) and less data on emission rates used as input to dispersion
models (Holmes andMorawska 2006). To date, the available epide-
miological evidence used different exposure assessment methods,
including direct monitoring (Ostro et al. 2010; Thurston et al. 2013,
2016), chemical transport models (CTMs) at a 4 × 4 km scale (Ostro
et al. 2015) and fine spatial scale land-use regression (LUR) models
(Beelen et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2014). Different exposure assess-
ment methods may lead to component-specific differences in expo-
sure estimation error, potentially leading to bias (Adams et al.
2015). Studies have suggested that risk estimates of PM2:5 mass dif-
fered between exposure assessment methods (Jerrett et al. 2017;
McGuinn et al. 2017). Studies comparing exposure assessment
methods in their associations with health outcomes mainly focused
on the comparison among direct monitoring, satellite products, dis-
persion/CTMs and LUR models. Recent developments in exposure
assessment include combining differentmethods such as land-use or
chemical transport modeling and monitoring data using a variety of
approaches including linear regression and machine learning algo-
rithms (Hoek 2017). Comparisons have beenmade among exposure
predictions developed with different algorithms in terms of predic-
tion accuracy (Brokamp et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2019; Kerckhoffs
et al. 2019). However, a simulation study suggested that improving
the prediction accuracy of exposure models did not always improve
the accuracy of health effect estimation, when bias is introduced into
health effect estimation by the classical-like measurement error and
the impact of Berkson-like measurement error on the health effect
estimation error diminishes for large number of subjects (Szpiro
et al. 2011). To our knowledge, no studies have compared exposure
models developed with different algorithms regarding their relation
with health outcomes.
The present study is part of the Effects of Low-level Air
Pollution: a Study in Europe (ELAPSE). ELAPSE builds on the
elemental composition, mortality and covariate data of ESCAPE
(Beelen et al. 2014, 2015; Wang et al. 2014). In ESCAPE, each
cohort was analyzed separately, whereas in ELAPSE respective
ESCAPE cohorts were pooled to represent a contrast in low-level
air pollution exposures. In addition, the follow-up data for mortal-
ity were extended from typically up to 2008 in ESCAPE to up to
2011–2017 in ELAPSE, which substantially increased the number
of deaths and hence study power. Measurements for black carbon
(BC) and elemental composition at individual ESCAPE study
areas were pooled to develop Europe-wide exposuremodels cover-
ing combined study areas for application in the ELAPSE (Chen
et al. 2020; De Hoogh et al. 2018). The combined ability to do
pooled analyses, plus accounting for new insights in the robustness
of LUR models related to the number of air pollution monitoring
sites (Basagaña et al. 2012;Wang et al. 2012), strengthened the ex-
posure assessment in ELAPSE. The Europe-wide models further-
more allowed better coverage of those ESCAPE cohorts in large
study areas of which typically only a fraction was covered by dedi-
catedmonitoring campaigns [e.g., only Paris in the national French
Etude Epidémiologique auprès de femmes de laMutuelle Générale
de l’Education Nationale (E3N) cohort] (de Hoogh et al. 2013;
Tsai et al. 2015). The Europe-wide models for assessing 2010 an-
nual average PM2:5 composition concentrations at a 100× 100m
scale were developed using two algorithms—the supervised linear
regression (SLR) and the random forest (RF) algorithms, which is
a machine learning algorithm (Chen et al. 2020). The RF models
outperformed the SLRmodels at the Europe-wide level by 11–30%
across components in hold-out-validation R2, whereas the two
models performed similarly in explaining variability within indi-
vidual ESCAPE study areas. Despite the similar within-area per-
formance, the exposure predictions at random sites derived from
SLR and RF models correlated only moderately at the national
level (the average of correlation coefficients at 11 ELAPSE coun-
tries range from 0.41 to 0.77 across components). We refer to cor-
relations <0:4 as low, 0.4–0.7 as moderate, and >0:7 as high.
Although the focus of ELAPSE is on low-level air pollution
defined as below the current air quality guidelines and standards,
low-level is difficult to define for PM elemental composition
because there are currently no guidelines/standards for PM ele-
mental composition.
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The first aim of this study was to evaluate whether specific
components of PM2:5 were associated with mortality. The second
aim was to compare the health effects of PM2:5 components esti-
mated with two different exposure modeling approaches, namely,
the SLR andRF algorithms.
Methods
Study Populations
The ELAPSE pooled cohort contains eight cohorts across six
European countries able to participate in data pooling, areas with
low-level air pollution exposure, and relatively recent recruitment
dates (Table 1 and Figure S1). The cohorts are the following: the
Cardiovascular Effects of Air Pollution and Noise in Stockholm
(CEANS) cohort in Sweden, which was constructed from four
subcohorts: the Stockholm Diabetes Prevention Program (SDPP)
(Eriksson et al. 2008), the Stockholm Cohort of 60-Year-Olds
(SIXTY) (Wändell et al. 2007), the Stockholm Screening Across
the Lifespan Twin study (SALT) (Magnusson et al. 2013), and
the Swedish National Study on Aging and Care in Kungsholmen
(SNACK) (Lagergren et al. 2004); the Diet, Cancer and Health
cohort (DCH) (Tjønneland et al. 2007) in Denmark; the Danish
Nurse Cohort (DNC) (Hundrup et al. 2012) in Denmark, consist-
ing at baseline of two surveys conducted in 1993 and 1999; the
European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition–
Netherlands (EPIC-NL) cohort in the Netherlands, including the
Monitoring Project on Risk Factors and Chronic Diseases in
the Netherlands (MORGEN) and Prospect (Beulens et al. 2010);
the Heinz Nixdorf Recall (HNR) study in Germany (Schmermund
et al. 2002); the E3N in France (Clavel-Chapelon and E3N Study
Group 2015); the Cooperative Health Research in the Region of
Augsburg (KORA) in Germany, consisting at baseline of two
cross-sectional population-representative surveys conducted in
1994–1995 (S3) and 1999–2001 (S4); and the Vorarlberg Health
Monitoring and Prevention Program (VHM&PP) in Austria (Ulmer
et al. 2007). The study areas of most cohorts constituted a large city
and its surrounding areas. Some cohorts, such as the French E3N
cohort and the Danish DNC cohort, covered large regions of the
country. All included cohort studies were approved by the medical
ethics committees in their respective countries. Detailed information
of each individual cohort is provided in Tables S1–S8. A lot of vari-
able harmonization was done in the ESCAPE collaboration, which
formed the basis of the present study (Beelen et al. 2014; Cesaroni
et al. 2014; Raaschou-Nielsen et al. 2013; Stafoggia et al. 2014). In
ELAPSE, a joint codebook with exact definitions of variables was
prepared, starting from the ESCAPE codebook. We asked each
cohort to transfer the data toUtrecht University and checked the def-
inition of variables according to the joint codebook. The variables in
our confounder models did not require much harmonization. In the
E3N cohort, smoking intensity was in classes.We assigned themid-
point as the actual value. Area-level socioeconomic status (SES)
was newly collected in ELAPSE. We specified the desired area-
level SES variables with respect to spatial scale and variables before
pooling the cohort data. The detailed harmonization process for
area-level SES variables is described in the Supplemental Material
in the section “Area-level socio-economic status (SES) variable
harmonization.”
Air Pollution Exposure Assessment
Eight components were a priori selected in ESCAPE to represent
major pollution sources: Cu, Fe, and zinc (Zn) representing non-
tailpipe traffic emissions; S representing long-range transport of
secondary inorganic aerosols; nickel (Ni) and V representing
mixed oil burning/industry; Si representing crustal material; and
K representing biomass burning (de Hoogh et al. 2013; Tsai et al.
2015). We assessed exposure to these eight elements in PM2:5 at
the participants’ baseline residential addresses using Europe-wide
LUR models developed with two algorithms. The models have
been described in detail elsewhere (Chen et al. 2020). Briefly, we
estimated 2010 annual mean concentrations of PM2:5 elemental
composition based on the standardized ESCAPE monitoring
data. We offered large-scale satellite-model and CTM estimates
of components as predictors to represent background concentra-
tions and land-use, traffic, population, and industrial point source
data to model local spatial variability. We applied the SLR (De
Hoogh et al. 2018) and the RF algorithms (Chen et al. 2019) to
develop models for each component. The models explained a
moderate-to-large fraction of the measured concentration varia-
tion at the European scale, ranging from 41% to 90% across com-
ponents. Model performance evaluated by 5-fold hold-out
validation reported in Chen et al. (2020) was extracted and is
shown in Table S9. The RF models consistently outperformed
the SLR models in explaining overall variability, including both
between- and within-study area variability. The models explained
within-area variability less well, with similar performance for
SLR and RF models. The SLR and RF model predictions corre-
lated moderately at the national level (the averaged correlation
coefficients at six countries covered by the ELAPSE pooled
cohort range from 0.43 to 0.78 across the components).
Exposure to 2010 annual mean concentration of PM2:5 mass
and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) was assessed by Europe-wide LUR
models developed previously (De Hoogh et al. 2018). The mod-
els were developed based on the European Environmental
Agency AirBase routine monitoring data, with satellite-derived
and CTM air pollutants estimates and land-use, traffic, and popu-
lation data as predictors. The PM2:5 model explained 72% of the
measured spatial variation in the annual average concentration
across Europe, whereas the NO2 model explained 59%.
We applied the exposure models to create 100× 100m grids
of the predicted concentrations of the pollutants covering the
entire study area and transferred the relevant parts to the partici-
pating centers for exposure assignment. Careful procedures were
applied to ensure that correct exposure assignment occurred,
including clarification of the correct coordinate system. Checking
involved exposure assignment to a set of randomly selected coor-
dinates by the participating centers and the coordinating center
independently and by comparison of the exposure assignment.
After assignment, anonymized data were returned to Utrecht
University for checking and pooling.
We selected 2010 as the primary year of exposure modeling
because 2009–2010was the period of ESCAPEmonitoring that we
used to develop PM2:5 composition models (Chen et al. 2020). For
PM2:5, this was the earliest year of a sufficiently wide coverage of
PM2:5 monitoring across Europe (De Hoogh et al. 2018). For con-
sistency, we used the year 2010 for NO2 as well. We assumed that
the spatial variability of the relevant pollution concentrations
remained reasonably stable to the baseline period (1985–2005).
We also assumed that, for a mortality outcome, the exposure in the
past few years was the most relevant exposure. We considered
very high and negative predicted concentrations of elemental com-
position unrealistic. Truncations were performed to deal with unre-
alistic predicted concentrations (Chen et al. 2020). We defined a
maximum predicted concentration for each component calculated
by fitting the SLR model with the maximum predictor values at
ESCAPEmonitoring sites for positive slopes (or theminimumpre-
dictor values for negative slopes). We considered predicted con-
centrations larger than the maximummodeled values as unrealistic
predictions and truncated them to the maximum predicted concen-
trations. The high unrealistic predictions were mostly related to a
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close distance to industrial sources. Negative predictions were set
to zero. Truncation was performed in the main model population
for SLR-modeled exposure: 11.3% for Cu, 0.5% for Fe, 11.6% for
Ni, 14.3% for V, and 2.6% for Zn (Table S10). The truncation was
mostly performed for predictions below zero and mostly located in
the North European cohorts (i.e., CEANS and DNC) and KORA
and VHM&PP. The high truncation frequency in some cohorts
indicates that these cohorts did not contribute much information to
the analyses. Only 2, 24, and 240 observations (≤0:1% of all obser-
vations) were truncated because of high SLR predictions for Cu,
Ni, and Zn, respectively. No truncation was needed for RF-
modeled exposure because the RF predictions were within the rea-
sonable range, probably due to the flexible nature of the RF
algorithm.
Mortality Outcome Definition
Identification of outcomes was based upon linkage to mortality
registries. Natural mortality was defined based on the underlying
cause of death recorded on death certificates according to the
International Classification of Disease, Ninth Revision (ICD 9;
WHO 1997) codes 001–779 and the International Statistical
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth
Revision (ICD-10; WHO 2016) codes A00–R99. We further
defined mortality from cardiovascular disease (ICD-9 codes 400–
440, ICD-10 codes I10–I70), respiratory disease (ICD-9 codes
460–519, ICD-10 codes J00–J99) and lung cancer (ICD-9 code
162, ICD-10 code C34).
Statistical Analyses
Main analyses. To estimate HRs and 95% CIs for associations of
the PM2:5 component exposure with natural and cause-specific
mortality, we applied Cox proportional hazards models following
the general ELAPSE analytical framework (Hvidtfeldt et al.
2021b; Liu et al. 2021, 2020; Samoli et al. 2021). We used strata
for subcohorts contributing to the pooled cohort to account for dif-
ferences in baseline hazard between the subcohorts unexplained by
the available covariates. We used strata because the assumption of
proportional hazards did not hold with respect to subcohort. Strata
had a substantially better model performance compared with alter-
native specifications, such as subcohort indicators. The decision to
account for between-cohort heterogeneity using strata implies that
wemostly evaluated within-cohort exposure contrasts. Each PM2:5
component was included as a linear function in the Cox models as
a reasonable summary of the association, allowing comparison
with previous studies. HRs were calculated with a fixed increment
for each PM2:5 component following the increments selected in
previous publications from ESCAPE and ELAPSE (Beelen et al.
2015; Hvidtfeldt et al. 2021a): PM2:5 Cu, 5 ng=m3; PM2:5 Fe,
100 ng=m3; PM2:5 K, 50 ng=m3; PM2:5 Ni, 1 ng=m3; PM2:5 S,
200 ng=m3; PM2:5 Si, 100 ng=m3; PM2:5 V, 2 ng=m3; and PM2:5
Zn, 10 ng=m3. Censoring occurred at the time of the event of inter-
est, death from other causes, emigration, loss to follow-up for other
reasons, or at the end of follow-up, whichever came first. We
a priori specified three confounder models with increasing control
for individual- and area-level covariates: Model 1 included only
age (as the time scale), subcohort (as strata), sex (as strata), and
year of enrollment; Model 2 added individual-level covariates,
including marital status (married/cohabiting, divorced/separated,
single, widowed), smoking status (never, former, current), smok-
ing duration (years of smoking) for current smokers, smoking in-
tensity (cigarettes/day) for current smokers, squared smoking
intensity, body mass index (BMI) categories (<18:5, 18.5–24.9,
25–29.9, and >30 kg=m2), and employment status (employed vs.
unemployed); Model 3 further adjusted for neighborhood-level
mean income in 2001. We determined the confounder Models 2
and 3 by balancing the need to adjust for a comprehensive set of
confounders and the availability in a large number of cohorts. BMI



























Pooled cohort 381,036 323,782 (85.0) — — 19.5 48:7± 13:4 66 24 43 72 70
CEANS-SDPP 7,835 7,716 (98.5) 1992–1998 2011 15.9 47:1± 4:9 61 26 52 84 91
CEANS-SIXTY 4,180 3,965 (94.9) 1997–1999 2014 15.5 60:0± 0:0 52 21 64 74 68
CEANS-SALT 6,724 6,174 (91.8) 1998–2003 2011 10.4 57:8± 10:6 55 21 40 68 64
CEANS-
SNACK
3,248 2,830 (87.1) 2001–2004 2011 7.4 72:9± 10:4 62 14 53 46 23
DCH 56,308 52,779 (93.7) 1993–1997 2015 18.2 56:7± 4:4 53 36 56 71 78
DNC-1993 19,664 17,017 (86.5) 1993 2013 18.7 56:2± 8:4 100 37 28 68 70
DNC-1999 8,769 8,117 (92.6) 1999 2013 14.4 47:9± 4:2 100 29 30 76 95
EPIC-NL-
MORGEN
20,711 18,292 (88.3) 1993–1997 2013 16.8 42:9± 11:3 55 35 49 65 69
EPIC-NL
Prospect
16,194 14,570 (90.0) 1993–1997 2013 16.4 57:7± 6:1 100 23 55 77 51
HNR 4,809 4,733 (98.4) 2000–2003 2015 12.0 59:7± 7:8 50 24 74 75 40
E3N 53,521 38,537 (72.0) 1989–1991 2011 16.8 53:0± 6:8 100 13 21 83 68
KORA-S3 4,566 2,572 (56.3) 1994–1995 2011 15.6 49:4± 13:9 51 20 67 80 55
KORA-S4 4,257 2,281 (53.6) 1999–2001 2014 12.9 49:3± 13:8 51 23 69 79 59
VHM&PP 170,250 144,199 (84.7) 1985–2005 2014 23.1 42:1± 15:0 56 20 42 69 70
Note: —, not applicable; BMI, body mass index; CEANS, Cardiovascular Effects of Air Pollution and Noise in Stockholm; DCH, Diet, Cancer and Health cohort; DNC, Danish Nurse
Cohort (1993 and 1999); EPIC-NL, European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition–Netherlands cohort; E3N, Etude Epidémiologique auprès de femmes de la Mutuelle
Générale de l’Education Nationale; HNR, Heinz Nixdorf Recall study; KORA, the Cooperative Health Research in the Region of Augsburg [1994–1995 (S3) and 1999–2001 (S4)],
MORGEN, Monitoring Project on Risk Factors and Chronic Diseases in the Netherlands; SALT, Stockholm Screening Across the Lifespan Twin study; SD, standard deviation; SDPP,
Stockholm Diabetes Prevention Program; SIXTY, Stockholm Cohort of 60-Year-Olds; SNACK, Swedish National Study on Aging and Care in Kungsholmen; VHM&PP, Vorarlberg
Health Monitoring and Prevention Program.
aThe CEANS cohort (including SDPP, SIXTY, SALT, SNACK) is in Sweden; the DCH cohort is in Denmark; the DNC (consisting of two surveys conducted in 1993 and 1999) is in
Denmark; the EPIC-NL cohort is in the Netherlands (including MORGEN and Prospect); the HNR study is in Germany; the E3N is in France; the KORA is in Germany (consisting of
two surveys S3 and S4); the VHM&PP is in Austria.
bPopulation size is the number of subjects for which information was transferred to Utrecht University for construction of the pooled cohort.
cThe missing data for individual cohorts are indicated in Table S1–S8.
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was included as a categorical variable because there is evidence of
nonlinear relationships between continuous BMI and mortality
(Global BMI Mortality Collaboration et al. 2016). We considered
Model 3 as the main model. Participants with missing exposure or
incomplete information onModel 3 covariates were excluded from
all main analyses to ensure comparability between the model
results.
Two-pollutant models were conducted with the main model,
Model 3, adjusting each component for PM2:5 mass and NO2 sep-
arately. We adjusted for PM2:5 mass to investigate whether the
association with individual components reflecting specific sour-
ces remained after adjustment for generic PM2:5 mass, for which
we have strong evidence of associations (Beelen et al. 2014). We
adjusted for NO2 in an attempt to disentangle the individual com-
ponent effect from traffic exhaust emission, for which NO2 is
used as a marker. Adjustment for NO2 is especially important
when assessing associations with the traffic nonexhaust compo-
nents Cu, Fe, and Zn. However, two-pollutant models can be dif-
ficult to interpret when the two pollutants reflect the same source
or are strongly correlated. We did not model combinations of
PM2:5 components in two-pollutant models because many were
highly correlated (Figure S2) and we preferred to limit the com-
plexity of analyses. The PM2:5 mass and NO2 estimates used in
the two-pollutant models were developed with the SLR algorithm
(De Hoogh et al. 2018). We previously documented that, for
PM2:5 mass and NO2 separately, SLR and RF models had similar
performance, and that SLR- and RF-modeled exposure at exter-
nal validation sites were highly correlated (PM2:5 mass: Pearson
r=0:89; NO2: r=0:93) (Chen et al. 2019). Consequently, only
the SLR-modeled PM2:5 and NO2 exposures were linked to the
individual cohorts.
We assessed the shape of the concentration–response func-
tions (CRFs) for PM2:5 components and natural-cause mortality
with natural cubic splines with 3 degrees of freedom. The CRFs
can be difficult to interpret when there is limited variability in ex-
posure contrasts.
In our interpretations, we attached more importance to two-
pollutant models than single-pollutant models, acknowledging
the difficulties in interpreting two-pollutant models. Given the
similar performance of the SLR and RF model in explaining
within-area variation (Table S9), and the fact that our analyses
exploited primarily within-cohort exposure contrasts, we inter-
preted the two exposure methods equally. Therefore, we consid-
ered it more convincing when consistent associations between
specific PM2:5 components and mortality were observed by
applying two different exposure methods.
Sensitivity analyses. To evaluate the potential bias intro-
duced by excluding participants with missing information on
Model 3 covariates, we fitted Model 1 and Model 2 with partici-
pants with complete information on Model 1 and Model 2 cova-
riates, respectively. To assess the sensitivity of our findings to
using the 2010 exposures, we restricted analyses to follow-up
periods starting from 2000, 2005, and 2008, with successively
less temporal misalignment of the exposure model at the
expense of shorter follow-up and fewer deaths. To address
potential residual confounding by SES factors, we further
adjusted for individual-level education, occupational status, and
additional neighborhood-level SES variables in cohorts that had
such information. All sensitivity analyses were performed for
natural-cause mortality only.
All analyses were performed in R (version 3.4.0; RDevelopment
Core Team), using the packages survival, coxme, Matrix, foreach,
glmnet, multcomp, survey, splines, Hmisc, mfp, VIM, ggplot2,
frailtySurv, survsim, eha, and stamod. Statistical significance was
based on a 95%CI of effect estimate, not including unity.
Results
Characteristics of the Study Population
The total study population in the main model, Model 3 (the most
adjusted model), consisted of 323,782 subjects, contributing
6,317,235 person-years at risk. Most of the cohorts started in the
mid-1990s with follow-up until 2011–2015. Fifteen percent of the
total population was excluded from all main analyses owing to
missing exposure (0.5%), individual-level covariates (12.7%), or
neighborhood-levelmean income (1.8%). The excluded population
was slightly younger (baseline age 46:4± 14:7 y) than theModel 3
population (baseline age 48:7± 13:4 y). The proportion of females
in the excluded population (64%) was slightly lower than in the
Model 3 population (66%). Table 1 and Tables S1–S8 show the
baseline characteristics of the participants in the individual subco-
horts. The subcohorts differed in the number of participants, aver-
age years of follow-up, mean baseline age, percentage of female
participants, lifestyle factors, and neighborhood-level income, sup-
porting the analysis accounting for difference in baseline hazards
between subcohorts.
Exposure Distribution and Correlations
For Cu, Fe, K, S, and Zn, concentrations were lower in the North
European cohorts (i.e., CEANS, DCH, and DNC; Figure S1) than
in the other cohorts (Figure 1 and Table S11). The within-cohort
contrast was substantial for Cu, Fe, and Si and limited for K, Ni, S,
V, and Zn for both SLR- andRF-modeled exposures. Exposure dis-
tributions for the pooled cohort were similar for SLR- and RF-
modeled estimates, although for most components the variability
was smaller for RF. Our selected fixed increment reflected a larger
exposure contrast than the interquartile ranges for most elements.
For individual cohorts, large differences between the two algo-
rithmswere found, for example, S in the HNR study.
Correlations between exposure estimates derived from SLR
and RF models were high for Cu and Fe (average within-cohort
Spearman r=0:81 for Cu, r=0:84 for Fe) (Table 2). Correlations
between SLR- and RF-modeled exposure were moderate for S, Si,
and Zn and low for K, Ni, and V, with large variation between
cohorts. We focused on within-cohort correlations because the epi-
demiological analysis exploited mostly within-cohort exposure
contrast.
Correlations of composition with PM2:5 mass were mostly
low to moderate (average of cohort-specific Spearman r ranging
from 0.13 to 0.49) for both SLR- and RF-modeled exposures
(Table S12). Correlations with NO2 were mostly high for Cu and
Fe (average of cohort-specific Spearman r>0:7) for both meth-
ods (Table S13). Correlations with PM2:5 mass and/or NO2 dif-
fered substantially in magnitude between cohorts, reflecting
differences in study area size and the presence of major sources.
Average of cohort-specific correlations between Cu and Fe were
high, whereas both Cu and Fe were moderately correlated with
Zn (Figure S2). Correlation between Ni and V modeled with the
same algorithm was moderate, whereas the correlation was low
when Ni and V were modeled with different algorithms.
Associations of PM2:5 Composition with Mortality
Natural mortality. During the follow-up, we observed 46,640
(14.4%) deaths from natural causes. Figure 2 and Table S14 show
associations of PM2:5 composition with natural mortality. In the
single-pollutant models, all components were significantly asso-
ciated with natural mortality except for RF-modeled Ni and Si.
For Cu, Fe, K, S, V, and Zn, the HR point estimates were similar
for SLR- and RF-modeled exposures, with generally wider CIs
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Table 2. Spearman correlation coefficients between component exposure at participant addresses estimated from supervised linear regression and random forest
models (N =323,782).
Subcohort PM2:5 Cu PM2:5 Fe PM2:5 K PM2:5 Ni PM2:5 S PM2:5 Si PM2:5 V PM2:5 Zn
Averagea 0.81 0.84 0.22 0.33 0.59 0.56 0.27 0.60
CEANS-SDPP 0.27 0.72 0.16 0.24 0.48 −0:01 0.16 0.27
CEANS-SIXTY 0.86 0.89 −0:09 0.44 0.39 0.76 −0:07 0.45
CEANS-SALT 0.88 0.91 −0:09 0.47 0.38 0.81 −0:11 0.44
CEANS-SNACK 0.86 0.90 0.49 0.47 0.79 0.70 0.39 0.53
DCH 0.94 0.89 −0:37 0.69 0.78 0.53 0.58 0.61
DNC-1993 0.80 0.79 0.31 0.45 0.72 0.43 0.35 0.63
DNC-1999 0.77 0.78 0.35 0.43 0.70 0.41 0.34 0.63
EPIC-NL-MORGEN 0.92 0.93 0.82 0.89 0.20 0.59 0.7 0.52
EPIC-NL-Prospect 0.94 0.94 0.11 0.09 0.58 0.82 −0:22 0.71
HNR 0.81 0.70 −0:33 0.53 0.56 0.72 0.53 0.79
E3N 0.90 0.89 0.62 0.51 0.67 0.55 0.72 0.83
KORA-S3 0.71 0.84 0.23 −0:17 0.62 0.79 −0:03 0.55
KORA-S4 0.77 0.85 −0:03 0.10 0.59 0.85 0.22 0.67
VHM&PP 0.88 0.74 0.89 −0:51 0.79 −0:16 0.22 0.74
Note: CEANS, Cardiovascular Effects of Air Pollution and Noise in Stockholm; Cu, copper; DCH, Diet, Cancer and Health cohort; DNC, Danish Nurse Cohort (1993 and 1999);
EPIC-NL, European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition–Netherlands cohort; E3N, Etude Epidémiologique auprès de femmes de la Mutuelle Générale de l’Education
Nationale; Fe, iron; HNR, Heinz Nixdorf Recall study; K, potassium; KORA, the Cooperative Health Research in the Region of Augsburg [1994–1995 (S3) and 1999–2001 (S4)],
MORGEN, Monitoring Project on Risk Factors and Chronic Diseases in the Netherlands; Ni, nickel; PM2:5, fine particulate matter; S, sulfur; SALT, Stockholm Screening Across the
Lifespan Twin study; SDPP, Stockholm Diabetes Prevention Program; Si, silicon; SIXTY, Stockholm Cohort of 60-Year-Olds; SNACK, Swedish National Study on Aging and Care
in Kungsholmen; V, vanadium; VHM&PP, Vorarlberg Health Monitoring and Prevention Program; Zn, zinc.
aAverage of cohort-specific correlation coefficients. Cohort-specific correlations are shown because the analyses mostly exploit within-cohort exposure contrasts (i.e., stratified by sub-
cohort identification).
Figure 1. Distribution of component exposure at participant addresses estimated from supervised linear regression and random forest models. (A) PM2:5 copper
and PM2:5 iron; (B) PM2:5 potassium and PM2:5 nickel; (C) PM2:5 sulfur and PM2:5 silicon; and (D) PM2:5 vanadium and PM2:5 zinc. The boundary of the box
closest to zero indicates P25; the boundary of the box furthest from zero, P75; the bold vertical line inside the box, P50; and the whiskers, P5 and P95. (See
Table S11 for exposure distribution of components for the pooled cohort.) Subcohorts are shown from North to South. Note: P, percentile; PM2:5, fine particu-
late matter.
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for RF. For Ni and Si, HRs were above unity for SLR-modeled
and essentially unity for RF-modeled exposures.
In two-pollutant models, HRs strongly attenuated for most
components, whereas HRs remained stable for PM2:5 mass and
NO2 (Figure 2 and Table S14). For Cu and Fe, HR point esti-
mates were similar for SLR- and RF-modeled exposures after
adjustment for PM2:5 mass, with wider CIs observed for RF-
modeled exposures. HRs for Cu and Fe decreased substantially
and became mostly nonsignificant after adjustment for NO2, with
HRs being above unity for SLR and below unity for RF. HRs for
K were attenuated although still significantly above unity for
SLR and RF after adjustment for NO2, whereas after adjustment
for PM2:5 mass, the HRs reduced to unity for SLR but remained
above unity for RF. For Ni, S, Si, and Zn, HRs remained above
unity and (almost) significant for SLR in two-pollutant models,
whereas HRs reduced to essentially unity for RF. The HRs for V
were reduced but remained above unity and (almost) significant
in two-pollutant models, with similar estimates observed for
SLR- and RF-modeled exposures.
We observed the strongest associations of natural mortality
with all PM2:5 components in the minimally adjusted model
(Model 1) (Table S15). HRs attenuated substantially after adjust-
ing for individual-level covariates (Model 2), except for K, which
remained stable. HRs increased slightly or remained stable after
further adjustment for area-level covariates (Model 3). This pat-
tern was observed both for SLR- and RF-modeled exposures. For
Cu, Fe, K, S, V, and Zn, the HR point estimates were similar
between SLR- and RF-modeled exposures for all three models,
with generally wider CIs for RF. For Ni and Si, the effect esti-
mates were larger for SLR- than for RF-modeled exposure in all
models.
We generally observed linear or supra-linear concentration–
response relationships for SLR-modeled elements and natural
mortality (Figure S3). For some RF-modeled elements, there is
no strong evidence of linear associations between exposure and
mortality, mainly because of the limited variability in exposure
concentrations.
Cause-specific mortality. We observed 15,492 (4.8%) deaths
from cardiovascular diseases during the follow-up. HRs were sig-
nificantly above unity for all components in single-pollutant mod-
els except for RF-modeled Ni and Si, for which HRs were
(nonsignificantly) below unity (Table S16). The magnitude of
HR point estimates was similar to the HRs observed for natural
mortality. In two-pollutant models, HRs for most components
attenuated substantially, whereas HRs for PM2:5 and NO2
remained stable. HRs for PM2:5 and NO2 tended to be higher in
models with RF-modeled than in SLR-modeled component expo-
sure. With adjustment for NO2, HRs for Cu and Fe remained
above unity for SLR but became unity or below unity for RF. HR
point estimates for SLR-modeled Ni, S, and Si were above unity
in two-pollutant models adjusting for PM2:5 mass or NO2,
whereas HRs were unity or below unity for RF. The HRs for V
attenuated but remained above unity although nonsignificant after
adjustment for PM2:5 mass or NO2, with similar estimates for
SLR and RF.
We observed 2,846 (0.9%) deaths from nonmalignant respira-
tory diseases during the follow-up. HRs above unity were
observed for Cu, Fe, Ni, and V, with a similar magnitude for
SLR- and RF-modeled exposures in single-pollutant models
(Table S17). For S, Si, and Zn, HRs were above unity for SLR-
modeled exposures and were higher compared with RF-modeled
exposures. HRs were close to unity for RF-modeled Si and Zn. In
Figure 2. Associations of PM2:5 composition with natural mortality in single-pollutant and two-pollutant models in SLR and RF analyses. Total number of
observations= 323,782; person-years at risk = 6,317,235; number of deaths from natural mortality = 46,640. HRs (95% CIs) are presented for the following
increments: PM2:5 Cu, 5 ng=m3; PM2:5 Fe, 100 ng=m3; PM2:5 K, 50 ng=m3; PM2:5 Ni, 1 ng=m3; PM2:5 S, 200 ng=m3; PM2:5 Si, 100 ng=m3; PM2:5 V, 2 ng=m3;
PM2:5 Zn, 10 ng=m3. (See Table S14 for corresponding numeric data.) The main model was adjusted for subcohort identification, age, sex, year of enrollment,
smoking (status, duration, intensity, and intensity2), BMI categories, marital status, employment status, and 2001 neighborhood-level mean income. In two-pol-
lutant models, PM2:5 mass and NO2 exposures were estimated using SLR only. Note: BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; Cu, copper; Fe, iron;
HR, hazard ratio; K, potassium; Ni, nickel; PM2:5, fine particulate matter; RF, random forest; S, sulfur; Si, silicon; SLR, supervised linear regression; V, vana-
dium; Zn, zinc.
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two-pollutant models, HRs remained stable after adjustment for
PM2:5 mass. HRs were nonsignificantly below unity after adjust-
ment for NO2 for components modeled with both algorithms
except for Ni and V, for which HRs attenuated but were still
above unity for both SLR and RF. HRs for NO2 were stable in all
models. HRs for PM2:5 varied from below to above unity in the
different models, most of them were insignificant.
We observed 3,776 (1.2%) deaths from lung cancer during the
follow-up. HRs were above unity for all components in single-
pollutant models although HRs for RF-modeled exposures were
nonsignificant except for K, S, and V (Table S18). In two-
pollutant models with adjustment for PM2:5 mass or NO2, HRs
stayed stable for SLR-modeled S, whereas HRs reduced substan-
tially although remained nonsignificantly above unity for RF-
modeled S. HRs for most other components reduced to unity or
below unity and became nonsignificant in two-pollutant models.
HRs for PM2:5 mass and NO2 remained stable in all models
except for reduced HRs for SLR-modeled S.
Sensitivity analyses. Table S15 shows results derived from
Model 1 using Model 1 and Model 3 populations, respectively,
and results derived from Model 2 using Model 2 and Model 3
populations, respectively. The effect estimates were almost iden-
tical for the same model using a different population, suggesting
little selection bias was introduced by excluding subjects with
missing covariates. When restricting analyses to participants with
follow-up time to after year 2000 (69% of total person-years at
risk, 84% of total death), after year 2005 (46% of total person-
years at risk, 64% of total death), and after year 2008 (32% of
total person-years at risk, 47% of total death), we observed robust
associations between PM2:5 composition and natural mortality
(Table S19). The effect estimates were not affected by additional
adjustment for individual-level education, occupational status
(Table S20), and additional neighborhood-level SES variables
(Table S21) in cohorts that had such information.
Discussion
We observed an elevated risk of mortality associated with long-
term exposure to most PM2:5 elemental components in single-
pollutant models. In two-pollutant models with adjustment for
PM2:5 mass or NO2, effect estimates were attenuated for almost
all component–outcome pairs. Effect estimates for SLR- and RF-
modeled exposures agreed well in single-pollutant models, except
for Ni and Si, for which effect estimates for RF were lower.
Effect estimates for RF-modeled exposures were generally lower
than for SLR in two-pollutant models.
Comparison with Previous Studies
Only a limited number of epidemiological studies have assessed
associations between mortality and long-term exposure to PM2:5
elemental components. Among the components studied, sulfate
has received the most attention. Sulfate is a secondary pollutant
produced by atmospheric reactions of sulfur dioxide (SO2) emitted
by combustion of S-containing liquid and solid fuels. Because sul-
fate is primarily in the fine particle fraction, sulfate may travel for
large distances, resulting in a relatively small within study area var-
iability. Another important source is sea salt sulfate, which is pre-
dominately in the coarse fraction but has a small fraction also in
PM2:5 that is long-range transported (Belis et al. 2013). The
California Teachers Study (Ostro et al. 2010) reported an increased
HRof 1.06 (95%CI: 0.97, 1.16) for natural-causemortality in asso-
ciation with a 2:2-lg=m3 increase in PM2:5 sulfate concentration,
translating into a HR of 1.02 per 200 ng=m3 (the exposure contrast
used in our analyses), assuming all S is present as sulfate (sulfate to
S ratio of 3). Analyses of ACS CPS-II data suggested that long-
term PM2:5 S exposure was associated with all-cause mortality
(HR ranged from 1.01 to 1.03 per 528:8 ng=m3, depending on the
models) (Thurston et al. 2013). In ESCAPE, robust associations of
PM2:5 S exposure with natural mortality were found (Beelen et al.
2015). The effect estimate observed in ESCAPE was similar to the
estimate in the present study [HR=1:14 (95% CI: 1.06, 1.23) per
200 ng=m3 in ESCAPE; HR=1:14 (95% CI: 1.11, 1.17) and
HR=1:13 (95% CI: 1.08, 1.18) per 200 ng=m3 for SLR- and RF-
modeled exposures, respectively, in ELAPSE]. In the present
study, we obtained a much narrower CI, probably due to the longer
follow-up and the pooling of cohort data. The effect estimate of S
in our study was much larger than the estimates from the U.S.
cohorts. One major difference is that the U.S. cohorts investigated
between-area contrasts only, whereas both ELAPSE and ESCAPE
focused on within-area contrasts. Because the transported sulfate
has relatively uniform spatial variation at the city scale, the expo-
sure contrast was much smaller in our study than in the U.S. stud-
ies, thus a small effect in our study could be inflated when adopting
it to the same increment of exposure as in the U.S. studies. Another
explanation might be that we measured elemental composition
between 2008 and 2011, when emission of SO2 had decreased
compared with the baseline of all cohorts (EEA 2015). The health
effects in our study populations may be partly related to exposure
levels and contrasts of 20 y ago (most cohorts have baselines in the
1990s). Therefore, our S-related magnitude of health effect esti-
matesmay be overestimated.
In the present study, we also found robust associations between
S and lung cancer mortality, which was observed in ACSCPS-II as
well (Thurston et al. 2013). The effect estimates for lung cancer
mortality were larger than for natural-cause mortality, with wider
CIs. In ESCAPE, robust associations were observed for S and lung
cancer incidence (Raaschou-Nielsen et al. 2016).We observed ele-
vated associations of S with cardiovascular mortality, which is
consistent with previous findings in ESCAPE (Wang et al. 2014;
Wolf et al. 2015) and in one of the ELAPSE subcohorts (i.e., the
DCH cohort). The latter study reported an elevated risk of cardio-
vascular mortality associated with long-term exposure to second-
ary inorganic aerosols (Hvidtfeldt et al. 2019). The Women’s
Health Initiative-Observational Study (WHI-OS) found no associ-
ation of S with cardiovascular deaths [HR=1:01 (95% CI: 0.92,
1.12) per 0:25lg=m3], but a statistically significant association
with cardiovascular events [HR=1:09 (95% CI: 1.05, 1.14) per
0:25 lg=m3] (Vedal et al. 2013). In the California Teachers Study,
IHD mortality was associated with long-term exposure to sulfate
(Ostro et al. 2010) and high-S content fuel combustion (Ostro et al.
2015).
Both Ni and V are suggested to be tracers of mixed industrial/
fuel-oil combustion and derived mainly from shipping emissions
in Europe (Viana et al. 2008). Our study found a positive associa-
tion of natural mortality with long-term exposure to Ni
[HR=1:08 (95% CI: 1.06, 1.11) per 1 ng=m3] for SLR- and no
association for RF-modeled exposures [HR=1:01 (95% CI: 0.97,
1.05) per 1 ng=m3]. Our study found positive associations of nat-
ural mortality with long-term exposure to V [HR=1:06 (95% CI:
1.04, 1.08) and HR=1:09 (95% CI: 1.05, 1.14) per 2 ng=m3 for
SLR- and RF-modeled exposures, respectively]. The effect esti-
mates are similar to the estimates in ESCAPE for natural mortal-
ity [HR forNi= 1:05 (95% CI: 0.97, 1.13) per 1 ng=m3;
HR forV=1:07 (95% CI: 0.93, 1.23) per 2 ng=m3] (Beelen et al.
2015), with much narrower CIs in ELAPSE. In ESCAPE, the ac-
curacy of exposure estimates for Ni and V was limited because of
the absence of specific sources of Ni and V in several study areas
combined with limited measurement precision, especially in areas
with low pollution levels (de Hoogh et al. 2013). The Europe-
wide models made use of both within- and between-area
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measurement contrasts and resulted in models with good per-
formance for Ni and V (Chen et al. 2020). Compared with
ESCAPE, the ELAPSE models further added industrial source
data as potential predictors, which improved the model perform-
ance. The improved exposure assessment may have allowed us to
better detect the potential component–mortality associations. Our
study also observed consistently positive associations between V
and cause-specific mortality. Only a few studies have reported
associations of mortality or morbidity with long-term exposure to
Ni and V. In ESCAPE, association was found between PM10 Ni
exposure and lung cancer incidence (Raaschou-Nielsen et al.
2016). In the Medicare population, stronger associations between
long-term PM2:5 exposure and mortality were found for PM2:5
with higher V content (Wang et al. 2017). In the ACS CPS-II,
associations between IHD mortality and Ni were reported
(Thurston et al. 2013). The observed associations of Ni and V
with mortality could be due to the components per se or to other
components in emissions from oil combustion. Studies have sug-
gested V in PM2:5 can induce oxidative stress, which is consid-
ered central to producing many of the negative health effects
attributed to PM (Kelly and Fussell 2020; Zhang et al. 2009).
However, there is no stronger support from experimental studies
for effects of V than for Ni, Fe and Cu, for which oxidative stress
is also a major pathway.
In the present study, the effect estimates for the traffic-related
components Cu and Fe remained after adjustment for PM2:5 mass
but were reduced substantially after adjustment for NO2. The
modestly wider CIs for models with PM2:5 mass compared with
the single-pollutant models suggest these models provide inter-
pretable results. CIs in two-pollutant models with NO2 widened
somewhat more, due to the high correlations of Cu and Fe with
NO2 in our study. Therefore, the substantial attenuation in effect
estimates for Cu and Fe should be interpreted with caution
because effects of NO2 vs. those from Cu or Fe cannot be sepa-
rated well. The high correlations of Cu and Fe with NO2 (average
R=0:75) in our study are consistent with correlations observed
in the measured elemental components (R>0:75) that were used
to develop the models (Tsai et al. 2015), suggesting the high cor-
relations were not artificially introduced by the modeling method-
ology. Previous studies found mixed results regarding
associations of mortality with Cu and Fe. Using LUR models
developed in ESCAPE, the Rome longitudinal study found asso-
ciations of mortality with Cu and Fe in PM2:5 as well as tracers of
tailpipe emissions (i.e., PM2:5 absorbance) (Badaloni et al. 2017),
but in that study (Badaloni et al. 2017), no adjustment for NO2
was made. Positive associations were observed in the California
Teachers Study between Fe and IHD mortality but not with
natural-cause, cardiopulmonary, or pulmonary mortality (Ostro
et al. 2010). Although the study by Ostro et al. (2010) did not
adjust for NO2 or PM2:5 mass, adjustment for organic carbon did
substantially reduced HRs. Analyses of ACS CPS-II data showed
that traffic-related exposure was less strongly associated with
excess mortality compared with coal combustion-related expo-
sure (Thurston et al. 2013). However, the ACS CPS-II study
might have underestimated the effects of traffic-related air pollu-
tion because it investigated between-city variation, which repre-
sents only a small part of the expected overall variation in traffic-
related air pollution.
Although Zn was a priori selected in ESCAPE to represent
non-tailpipe traffic emissions, our Europe-wide models showed
that a large fraction of the variation in the Zn measurements was
explained by predictors representing industrial Zn emission
(Chen et al. 2020), consistent with Zn being also a tracer for par-
ticles from industrial sources. This is consistent with source
apportionment analyses in the ACS CPS-II, where Zn was
considered as a source identifier for the metals industry (Thurston
et al. 2016). The moderate correlations between Zn and NO2 (av-
erage R=0:51 and 0.54 for SLR- and RF-modeled Zn, respec-
tively), suggest that Zn was not only related to traffic emission.
The Rome longitudinal study found positive associations between
PM2:5 Zn and mortality from natural causes, cardiovascular dis-
eases, and IHD, using LUR models developed in ESCAPE
(Badaloni et al. 2017). The ACS CPS-II also found some evi-
dence of positive associations between Zn and mortality
(Thurston et al. 2013). In the California Teachers Study, positive
associations between Zn and IHD mortality were reported but not
with natural-cause, cardiopulmonary, or pulmonary mortality
(Ostro et al. 2010). Our study did not find clear evidence for asso-
ciations of Zn with natural-cause or cause-specific mortality in
two-pollutant models.
K was selected to represent biomass burning emission in
ESCAPE (Tsai et al. 2015). Although our new model included a
plausible background predictor for biomass combustion (satel-
lite-modeled organic matter), the model may have a limited abil-
ity to capture within-area variability of biomass combustion
emission because of the lack of reliable fine-scale predictor varia-
bles (Chen et al. 2020). Our study found elevated HRs for K
exposure associated with mortality from natural-cause, cardiovas-
cular diseases, and lung cancer. HRs decreased after adjustment
for PM2:5 mass to close to unity for SLR-based exposure,
whereas they remained (significantly) elevated for RF exposures.
K was reported to be associated with coronary events in
ESCAPE (Wolf et al. 2015). K in ESCAPE was, rather, related to
traffic (e.g., from resuspension of road dust) than to biomass
burning. The California Teachers Study found positive associa-
tions between IHD mortality and K (Ostro et al. 2010), whereas
the ACS CPS-II consistently observed null association between
K and mortality (Thurston et al. 2013).
Si was selected to represent crustal material, which is abun-
dant in coarse particles (particles with diameters larger than
2:5 lm and smaller than, or equal to, 10lm) (PMcoarse). There
was little evidence for an association between long-term PMcoarse
exposure and mortality (Adar et al. 2014; Hoek et al. 2013). The
2019 Integrated Science Assessment rated the association
between PMcoarse exposure and natural-cause mortality as sugges-
tive (U.S. EPA 2019). Our study found positive associations in
single- and two-pollutant models for PM2:5 Si based upon SLR
models, whereas associations were null or negative for RF mod-
els. The ACS CPS-II found that Si was consistently not associ-
ated with mortality across all models (Thurston et al. 2013). A
negative and marginal association was observed for CVD events
with Si in WHI-OS (Vedal et al. 2013). In contrast, analyses in
the California Teachers Study showed positive associations of
IHD mortality with Si (Ostro et al. 2010).
Effect Estimates Using SLR- and RF-Modeled Exposures
For most components, we observed generally consistent elevated
mortality risks for SLR- and RF-modeled exposures in single-
pollutant models. However, less consistent associations for expo-
sures by RF than SLR were found in two-pollutant models espe-
cially after adjusting for NO2. We do not have a clear
explanation for these differences. There is no clear pattern of dif-
ferences related to the spatial distribution of the components. We
found differences both for components with a strong local contri-
bution such as Cu and components with a predominantly large-
scale variation such as S. The less consistent association for RF-
modeled exposure in two-pollutant models is not due to different
correlation of components with PM2:5 mass or NO2, which were
similar for SLR- and RF-modeled exposures. The two sets
of models had similar performance in explaining within-area
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variability in internal cross-validations (Chen et al. 2020), which
is the exposure contrast primarily exploited in the present analy-
sis. The comparison of performance of the two algorithms is lim-
ited because we did not have external validation measurements.
We therefore had no prior knowledge of which models had lower
biases. We observed that the predicted variability of exposure
was less for RF, explaining the wider CIs in the epidemiological
analyses using RF-modeled exposures. We note that RF models
are more difficult to interpret in terms of how predictor variables
act in the models, so a full analysis of the difference of specific
predictors in the two algorithms is not possible.
Strengths and Limitations
One important strength is the highly standardized data set used in
this study, which was pooled from eight European cohorts with
detailed individual- and area-level covariate information, includ-
ing smoking and BMI, which involved harmonizing variables
between cohorts. The pooling of data allowed for more statistical
power in our current analyses compared with the previous
ESCAPE analyses. Another strength is the improvement in expo-
sure assessment compared with ESCAPE. Analyses in ESCAPE
may have had limited ability to detect component-specific mortal-
ity associations for Ni and V because of the lack of specific pre-
dictors in the exposure models for these components (de Hoogh
et al. 2013). The Europe-wide PM2:5 composition models were
able to make use of specific predictors representing pollution
sources such as industrial sources, which explained a large pro-
portion of the variation in measurements of specific components
such as Zn (Chen et al. 2020). The Europe-wide models were
developed based on a large number of measurement sites com-
bined from individual ESCAPE study areas. A previous study
has suggested that underestimation of the effect estimates was
less serious when a large number of measurement sites was used
for LUR modeling (Basagaña et al. 2013).
One main limitation of our study is that the exposure models
were developed based on measurements made in 2008–2011,
whereas most included cohorts started in the mid-1990s. In the
present study, we were not able to apply back-extrapolated expo-
sure for PM2:5 components because we had insufficient informa-
tion on the concentration of PM2:5 components in Europe over
time. However, our results were robust when restricting the
follow-up period to more recent start dates (years 2000, 2005, and
2008), indicating the impact of temporal misalignment by applying
2010 exposures was limited. Several studies in Europe have
reported that the spatial contrast of NO2 remained stable for peri-
ods up to 10 y (Cesaroni et al. 2012; Eeftens et al. 2011; Gulliver
et al. 2013), suggesting that spatial contrast for traffic-related com-
ponents, such as Cu and Fe, may be stable over time. For Cu and
Fe, contrasts may actually be more stable given that non-tailpipe
emissions have not been regulated, as opposed to tailpipe emis-
sions. We cannot rule out the possibility that spatial contrast for
components from other sources may have been less stable. For
example, the magnitude of our S-related health estimates might be
overestimated because of decreased SO2 emission over the years
(EEA2015), which possibly resulted in a smaller contrast in sulfate
exposure. The spatial pattern of major sources has likely not
changed in a major way (Belis et al. 2013; Viana et al. 2008).
Another limitation of the present study is that we did not consider
residential mobility during follow-up. This may have resulted in
measurement error, likely nondifferential and resulting in bias to-
ward the null (Armstrong, 1998). The decision to focus on within-
cohort exposure contrasts limited our ability to assess associations
with components with relatively small within-area exposure con-
trasts such as S. However, we considered the potential confounding
related to unmeasured differences between cohorts more critical.
Last, the exposure maps for RF-modeled K, Ni, and V showed
strong boundary effects that might affect the exposure estimates for
some participants in the E3N cohort (Chen et al. 2020). However,
we expected limited impact on the health effect estimation because
few people live at the borders and the correlations between SLR-
and RF-modeled estimates did not stand out for these three ele-
ments, nor the E3N cohort.
Conclusions
Long-term exposures to especially V in PM2:5 was associated
with increased mortality risk, with associations observed for both
SLR- and RF-modeled exposures. For the other components,
associations were generally weaker when exposure was assessed
with RF compared with SLR in two-pollutant models. The con-
sistency between SLR and RF could reflect the suitability of the
models for estimating components rather than being evidence of
a stronger effect on mortality.
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